As children we were both surrounded by music and our appreciation of it grew in later life. Now, in our senior years, we are able to help the VSO to keep symphonic music alive in Hampton Roads and to ensure that the VSO will be here after this awful pandemic ends. It is very important that we all support the symphony so that they can continue teaching young musicians and soon return to live performances. We see a bright future for the VSO.

— Garland Tillery and Jim Early
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Garland Tillery and Jim Early are long-time VSO donors and subscribers who have a deep appreciation for the work of the VSO and its world-class musicians. Motivated by the idea of preserving the VSO for the next generation, they have made a provision for the work of the VSO in their estate plans.

“As children we were both surrounded by music and our appreciation of it grew in later life. Now, in our senior years, we are able to help the VSO to keep symphonic music alive in Hampton Roads and to ensure that the VSO will be here after this awful pandemic ends. It is very important that we all support the symphony so that they can continue teaching young musicians and soon return to live performances. We see a bright future for the VSO.”

— Garland Tillery and Jim Early
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